ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Distribution networks always expose to disturbance for their extent. On other hand, electric energy consumer can have acceptable operation in particular power electricity. To assess power quality and do contrived plans for improvement, it is necessary to have information about disturbances that reduce the quality of power electricity. One of the power quality problems is harmonics in distribution, extra-distribution and transmission systems. It is necessary to limit harmonious disturbances from the point of view subscribers and electric power distribution companies. Theses companies should provide facilities to prevent damages of subscribers' equipment as industrial and domestic subscribers. Some companies have experienced harmonious problems. Some of them do process to reduction harmonics in Low-voltage and Medium-voltage networks. On other hand, costumers should be limiting the disturbances of their equipment, because the electric distribution companies can not guarantee the perfect sine wave current. In follow we are studying about main harmonics resources.
MAIN RESOURCES OF HARMONICS

Public lighting discharge lamps
Public lighting discharge lamps and especially fluorescent bulbs can be considered as two diodes back to back. In fact, in both of the semi cycle for creating electric arc, voltage extent should be more than voltage of breaking of bulb gas then will close the arc pass and flow electrical current. It is clear that as no-liner element can change the formation of voltage wave and produce harmonic. Researches shown that voltage disturbance increase on LV feeder when the city street lighting switched on and, vice versa, a sudden decrease when it switched off. This phenomenon can be mainly traced back to the resonance, under certain condition, between the capacitance of the capacitors for the improvement of the lamps power factor and the inductance of the MV/LV transformer. A transformer 250KVA and has 82.4KW of public lighting load with 137 kvar of lamp capacitors shown in Figure ( 
AC/DC Converters
Three-phased 6-pulsed thyristor's converters are the most important base equipment of a HVDC system. These converters produce harmonious currents for their hidden no-linear properties in turn on and turn off the thyristors, that these currents often cause some serious problem in system operation [2] .
Induction furnaces
In action, harmonics have been produced by furnaces are variable, because electric arc length in melt action is changeable. Majority harmonic has been produced by these furnaces is third harmonic. Harmonious current produce when arc voltages will act to electrode impedance. If there is resonance in one of the harmonics, its harmonic current can instigation resonance circuit and it produces high voltages. This process damages the equipment that set in power systems [3] .
Passive power static compensators
Static compensators contain controlled reactors with thyristor (TCR) produce odd harmonics. Unequal conduction angle of two thyristors in TCR will cause even harmonics components and DC component that they will cause unequal heat tension in thyristors.
Power transformer
For inadequate current in a no-load transformer can be ignored the effect of winding resistance and leaky reactance. In no-load case of transformer by acting sine voltage to the first winding, will be create sine flux in the core of transformer. But its first current is not completely sine, because relation between magnetic flux and magnetic current is not completely liner and it imitates from hysteresis curve of transformer core. When transformer's work point gets to saturation part, current waveform get out sine wave and it gets disturbance. If the system has resonance in one of the harmonics, at this case by starting transformer, system will stimulate and cause to disturb the voltage. This disturbance of voltage has affected inrush current and it to be producing more harmonious currents.
Corresponding effect between resonance and starting of transformers can produce large effective RMS and peak voltages, that it can destroy equipments of power system [4] .
HARMONICS EFFECTS ON TRANSFORMER
These days, selection the power of transformers that supply loads with no-sine currents is important topic for electric power companies. We can discuss the effects of harmonics on transformers as following aspects:
Increase Losses of Eddy current in conductors
Eddy current losses in conductors of transformer can be estimated by below equation: 
Increasing of hystersis losses
Magnetic flux of core usually is "1.7" Tesla in normal work condition of power transformers. This amount is in bend work extent of cores that is used at the present. It is noticeable that saturation amount is nearly "2" Tesla. When the voltage of transformer has harmonious disturbance, it may increase its extent and its magnetic flux density so, it will increase the surface sub curve hysteresis iron of core (increase core losses). By the way, core saturation point has effect on harmonic effect on hysteresis losses. Hysteresis losses of transformer core layers depend on amount and wave form of magnetic flux density. Hysteresis losses from harmonics can be obtained by below equation: 
Decrease of transformer long life
The rate loss of life ( lol ) of transformer from the total losses of base frequency and harmonics can be calculated from paper insulator's life of transformer winding at the 
COMPUTATION ON A SAMPLE MV/LV TRANSFORMER
The Specification of the sample transformer relevant to khoramabad communication center is shown in table (1) . In recording procedure of the load of this center, the measurement points have been the point's common connection 
The Eddy current losses of core from odd harmonics in sample transformer will increase as "123.26%".
Copper losses of low voltage winding:
By applying the technical specifications of the sample transformer in the table (1), and considering the conductor permeability coefficient the resistance values of low voltage winding of each harmonic can be computed and then compute the losses of each harmonic upon the relation "P loss = R LV I LV 2 ". The total copper losses of low voltage winding derived from the harmonics ratio on the losses in base frequency shall be "108%".
Copper losses of high voltage winding:
By applying the technical specifications of the sample transformer in the table (1), and computation of the losses of each harmonic upon the relation "P loss = R HV * I HV 2 ", the total copper losses of high voltage winding derived from the harmonics ratio on the losses in base frequency shall be "39.5%".
Transformer nominal power:
By applying the formula (6) and the average values of the Current harmonics in the table (2) , the decreasing of the nominal power coefficient ( Γ ) of the sample transformer will be "0.927". Therefore, the power of it is as: "500 * 0.927= 463.9 KVA", so there is nearly "7.22%" of its nominal power derived from harmonics existence.
Transformer long life:
By applying the formula (7) and supposing "t=1" (hour), the decreasing rate of the transformer long life, considering the existent harmonics will be indicated in table (3) . Table ( 3): The decreasing rate of the transformer long life of khoramabad communication center
As the table (2) shows the 7th harmonic value is 35.7%, while since there is a direct relation between harmonic percentage increasing and transformer long life decreasing, so if the sample transformer being impacted during one hour continuously as a result its long life arise from heating on the insulator, will decrease 0.33%.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
As seen the current and voltage harmonics of load of khoramabad communication center affected negatively on the major components of the sample transformer. So, considering the undesirable problems derived from harmonics on the power systems particularly on the Transformers, usage of some devices to specify the potential problems of the harmonic resources to prevent or correct them will be so essential.
The most common procedure of harmonics omission will be filter applying. The main role of a filter is preventing the passing harmonic currents. Omitting of the harmonic performed upon new and traditional procedures that can be mentioned as follow. This important issue should necessarily be preceded through a separate evaluation, so regarding page limitation it will be done in the later studies [7] : Compound shunt-series active filter Meanwhile, considering this fact that lighting circuits are usually long and extended so having a capacitor to correct the power coefficient may be cause resonance. Therefore, it should be recommended on removing such capacitors next to the lamps and replacing an appropriate capacitive bank in the main switch board or applying another option as increasing of the transformer nominal power [8] . 
